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 The film stars Jayaram and Aishwarya Rai in the leading roles, while Radhika, Ajay Raj and Abhirami play supporting roles. The film was later dubbed in Hindi as Joker by Goldmines Telefilms. The film was a critical and commercial failure. The film was a remake of the 2005 Kannada film Thokkadalsu and received negative reviews. The music was composed by Vidyasagar. Plot Prabhu
(Jayaram), a wealthy businessman, has a twin sister named Selvi (Aishwarya Rai) who lives in a village with her mother. Prabhu's family is transferred to another city, and he is left in the care of Selvi. Selvi falls in love with Subbaiah (Ajay Raj), who belongs to an influential political family. Her father Madhuvanan (Sathyaraj) tries to oppose this marriage, and after a meeting with Prabhu, he is killed.
With the help of Subbaiah's uncle, Subbaiah is able to meet Prabhu secretly and then transfers him to a remote area. Madhuvanan later commits suicide after seeing Prabhu. After finishing his school studies, Prabhu is able to meet Selvi and asks for her hand in marriage. While trying to impress Selvi, Prabhu starts to work as a driver. One day, he brings his boss to Selvi's village and tries to warn her

about Subbaiah. However, he is attacked by Subbaiah and his henchmen, and he is left for dead on the streets. The police are alerted to the incident, and Subbaiah's henchman are caught and sentenced to a minimum punishment of 14 years. Subbaiah is arrested, and Prabhu is brought to hospital, where he recovers, after which Selvi asks Subbaiah to marry her. Subbaiah denies, and Prabhu helps Selvi
escape. After they reach Bombay, Subbaiah's father chases them, and Selvi's friend Pannaiyar (Abhirami) comes to their rescue and kills Subbaiah's father, and after Prabhu tries to kill him, Pannaiyar is arrested. Prabhu and Selvi then live in Bombay, where they have a daughter named Sanchika. Prabhu and Selvi's story continues to move forward, and Subbaiah becomes 82157476af
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